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Abstract

Since the introduction of the original BERT (i.e., BASE BERT), researchers have
developed various customized BERT models with improved performance for spe-
cific domains and tasks by exploiting the benefits of transfer learning. Due to
the nature of mathematical texts, which often use domain specific vocabulary
along with equations and math symbols, we posit that the development of a new
BERT model for mathematics would be useful for many mathematical down-
stream tasks. In this paper, we introduce our multi-institutional effort (i.e., two
learning platforms and three academic institutions in the US) toward this need:
MathBERT, a model created by pre-training the BASE BERT model on a large
mathematical corpus ranging from pre-kindergarten (pre-k), to high-school, to
college graduate level mathematical content. In addition, we select three general
NLP tasks that are often used in mathematics education: prediction of knowledge
component, auto-grading open-ended Q&A, and knowledge tracing, to demon-
strate the superiority of MathBERT over BASE BERT. Our experiments show
that MathBERT outperforms prior best methods by 1.2-22% and BASE BERT
by 2-8% on these tasks. In addition, we build a mathematics specific vocabulary
‘mathVocab’ to train with MathBERT. We release MathBERT for public usage at:
https://github.com/tbs17/MathBERT.

1 Introduction

The arrival of transformer-based language model, BERT [4], has revolutionized the NLP research and
applications. One strength of BERT (denoted as BASE BERT) is its ability to adapt to a new domain
and/or task through pre-training by means of so-called “transfer learning.” By taking advantage of
this benefit, therefore, researchers have adapted BERT into diverse domains (e.g., FinBERT [15],
ClinicalBERT [9], BioBERT [11], SCIBERT [1], E-BERT [24], LiBERT [6]) and tasks (e.g., [22],
[21], [2], [14], [7]) with improved performances. In the domain of mathematics, as mathematical
text often use domain or context specific words, together with math equations and symbols, we posit
that mathematics-customized BERT would help researchers and practitioners sort out the meaning of
ambiguous language better by using surrounding text to establish “math” context. Further, such an
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improved context-aware understanding of language could help develop and improve solutions for
challenging NLP tasks in mathematics.

For example, some of the challenging tasks are: (i) large-scale knowledge component (KC, a.k.a. skill)
prediction (denoted as Tkc), (ii) open-ended question answer scoring (i.e., auto-grading) (denoted as
Tag), and (iii) knowledge tracing (KT) correctness prediction (denoted as Tkt). The struggle with
Tkc is partly attributed to its tediousness and labor-intensive work to label all knowledge components
in problem texts. The traditional way to address this challenge is to use machine learning to classify
them via feature extraction [10, 17, 18], which has produced decent results. For open-ended question
answer grading tasks, although not favored by educators due to its difficulty of developing universal
automated grading support, it is still important to develop an effective solution. Similarly, Knowledge
Tracing, a very important task in the education domain, is defined as the task of tracing students’
knowledge state to predict students’ next question correctness based on their past learning activities.
The current solutions [3, 23, 13, 12, 16] tend to rely on high-dimensional sequential data but not able
to capture the complex nature of students’ learning activities over extended periods of time.

Addressing this lack of general BERT-based language model in mathematics education, we introduce
MathBERT, a model created by pre-training the BASE BERT model on a large mathematical corpus
ranging from pre-kindergarten (pre-k), to high-school, to college graduate level mathematical content.
We hypothesize that a BERT model trained on mathematical domain corpora could be more effective
in mathematics-related tasks than the BASE BERT. That is, we further pre-train the BASE BERT on
mathematical corpora to build MathBERT. Then, we use the pre-trained weights from MathBERT
to fine-tune on the mathematical task-specific text dataset for classification. We make the following
contributions in this work:

1. We build MathBERT by pre-training the BASE BERT on mathematical domain texts
ranging from pre-k to high-school to graduate level mathematical curriculum, books and
paper abstracts.

2. We create and release a custom vocabulary mathVocab to reflect the different nature of
mathematical corpora (e.g., mathematical equations and symbols) and examine its effects
on the three general NLP tasks.

3. We evaluate the performance of MathBERT via Tkc, Tag and Tkt, and compare its perfor-
mance to three groups of baseline models. MathBERT outperforms prior best models by
1.18-21.99% and BASE BERT by 2.01-8.28%.

2 Building MathBERT

BERT model pre-trained on a domain corpus is called DAPT (Doman-adaptive Pre-training) BERT
and the ones pre-trained on a task specific corpus is called TAPT (Task-adaptive Pre-training) BERT
[7]. The difference between TAPT and DAPT BERT training is in the size of the input data (see
illustration in Appendix B Fig. 2). DAPT models have much larger corpora whereas TAPT models
are more specific to tasks.

Math Corpora: MathBERT is a DAPT model that is pre-trained on a large mathematics related
corpora comprising mathematics curricula from pre-k to high school, mathematics textbooks written
for high school and college students, mathematics course syllabi from Massive Online Open Courses
(MOOC) as well as mathematics paper abstracts (see in Table 1). We crawl these data from
popular mathematics curriculum websites (illustrativemathematics.org, utahmiddleschoolmath.org,
engageny.org), a free text book website (openculture.com), a MOOC platform (classcentral.com), and
arXiv.org, with a total data size of around 3GB and 100 million tokens. The mathematics corpora not
only contain text but also mathematics symbols and equations. Among these data, the text book data
is in PDF format and we hence convert them into text format using the Python package pdfminer1,
which preserves the mathematics symbols and equations to an extent (see corpus sample in Appendix
A Fig. 1)

Further pre-training: To further train MathBERT efficiently, we adopt a similar data processing
strategy to the ROBERTa model, which threaded all the sentences together and split them into
a maximum length of 512-token sequence sections [14]. Inspired by SciBERT [1], we create a

1https://pypi.org/project/pdfminer/
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Table 1: Math Corpus Details. Note all the corpus is in mathematics domain

Source Math Corpora Tokens

arxiv.org Paper abstract 64M
classcentral.com College MOOC syllabus 111K
openculture.com pre-k to College Textbook 11M

engageny.org Pre-k to HS Curriculum 18M
illustrativemathematics.org K-12 Curriculum 4M
utahmiddleschoolmath.org G6-8 Curriculum 2M

ck12.org K-12 Curriculum 910K

custom mathematical vocabulary (mathVocab) using Hugging Face BertWordPieceTokenizer2

with a token size of 30,522 same as the size of original vocabulary file (denoted as origVocab)
from BASE BERT [4]. mathVocab is richer in the representation of mathematics equation and
symbols than the origVocab (see vocabulary difference in Appendix A Table 4). We use 8-core
TPU machine from Google Colab Pro to further train the BASE BERT with batch size (bs) of 128,
the learning rate (lr) of 5e − 5, and maximum sequence length (max-seq) of 512 for MathBERT
with origVocab (MathBERT-orig) and MathBERT with mathVocab (MathBERT-custom). The
training effectiveness is measured via Mask Language Modeling (MLM) accuracy (ACC) of 99.8%,
where the model predicts the vocabulary ID of the masked words in a sentence [4]. It takes 5
days and 600K steps to finish training for each model. Both MathBERT-orig and MathBERT-
custom model artifacts are released in Tensorflow and Pytorch versions (see download details in
https://github.com/tbs17/MathBERT).

3 Downstream Math NLP Tasks

We use three mathematical tasks mentioned in Section 1 to demonstrate the usefulness of MathBERT.
(i) KC Prediction (Tkc): a single sentence multinominal classification problem (213 labels) with
Input(I) 7→ text and Output(O) 7→ KC (i.e., one of 213 labels). (ii) Auto-grading (Tag): a
two-sentence multinominal classification problem (5 labels) with I 7→ Question&Answer pair
and O 7→ Score. (iii) KT Correctness (Tkt): a two-sentence binary classification problem with
I 7→ Question&Answer pair and O 7→ Correctness.

Data: The data for Tkc(denoted as Dkc) has 13,722 math problem texts with their correspondent
skill codes (213 labels). The data for Tag(denoted as Dag) has 141,186 open-ended math problem
texts with the correspondent scores (1-5) and the data for Tkt(denoted as Dkt) has 269,230 math
problem texts with the correspondent correctness (correct/incorrect) (see the text and label examples
in Appendix A Table 5). All these data are provided by ASSISTments [8] and match the data sets in
the best performing prior work [21, 5, 12] for each task. In particular, the KT data is the text version
(269,230 texts and 2 labels) of the ASSISTments 2009 data3, the numeric form of which was used by
the best performing prior work [12].

Further training and Fine-tuning : We adopt TAPT training strategy to further pre-train the task-
data, using only the text part and achieving above 99% MLM accuracy (see in Appendix B Table
7). For fine-tuning, both texts and labels are used in a split ratio of 72% training, 8% validating, and
20% testing to predict the labels (see Table 2). We apply all three data sets onto BASE BERT, TAPT
BERT, MathBERT-orig and MathBERT-custom models individually and optimize hyper-parameter
tuning (see in Appendix B Table 6) to achieve their best results.

4 MathBERT Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of MathBERT (both MathBERT-orig and MathBERT-custom) across
three tasks, we fine-tune MathBERT on the three tasks and compare its performance to baseline
models (Prior, BASE BERT, TAPT in Table 3). F1, ACC (i.e., Accuracy) and AUC are used to

2https://huggingface.co/docs/tokenizers/python/latest/quicktour.html
3https://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/assistment-2009-2010-data/skill-builder-data-2009-

2010
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Table 2: Task Data Details. KC: Knowledge Component, KT: Knowledge Tracing. All data from
ASSISTments platform [8]

Task #Labels #Texts #Fine-tune Split
Train (72%) Validate (8%) Test (20%)

Dkc 213 13,722 9,879 1,098 2,745
Dag 5 141,186 101,653 11,295 28,238
Dkt 2 269,230 193,845 21,539 53,846

Table 3: Performance Comparison: MathBERT vs. Baseline Methods across Five Random Seeds.
Bold font indicates best performance and underlined values are the second best. ∆ is the relative
improvement of MathBERT from other baseline models: * indicates statistical significance.

Method Vocab Tkc (%) Tag (%) Tkt (%)
F1 ACC AUC AUC ACC

PriorBestp / 88.69[21] 92.51[21] 85.00[5] 81.82[12] 77.11[12]
BASEb orig 90.14 91.78 88.67 88.90 86.88

TAPT orig 91.77 92.96 90.34 95.88 93.49
MathBERT orig (o) 92.67 93.79 90.57 96.04 94.07

(m) math (c) 92.51 93.60 90.45 95.95 94.01

∆m−p
orig +4.49% +1.38% +6.55% +17.38% +21.99%
math +4.31% +1.18% +6.41% +17.27% +21.92%

∆m−b
orig +2.81%*** +2.19%*** +2.14%*** +8.03%*** +8.28%***
math +2.63%*** +1.98%*** +2.01%*** +7.93%** +8.21%***

∆mc−mo / -0.17% -0.20% -0.13% -0.09% -0.06%

measure task prediction results so that they are consistent with the performance evaluation in the
prior works for each task [10, 17, 18, 20, 12, 25, 16, 19].

After achieving the best performance for each task via hyper-parameter tuning (see detail in Appendix
B Table 6), we run each model with five random seeds and report the average value which are further
tested by T-test for significance. Note that we don’t run five random seeds on the prior models due to
the lack of accessible codes.

In Table 3, we note that MathBERT outperforms all other baseline models with MathBERT-orig
achieving the best performance followed by MathBERT-custom. Particularly, MathBERT-orig
has a relative improvement of 1.38% to 21.99% from the best prior methods across all metrics and
tasks whereas MathBERT-custom has about 1.18% to 21.92% improvement from the prior best
(see row ∆m−p) . We think MathBERT’s superiority performance is possibly due to the fact that
MathBERT can represent the semantic and contextual features of the mathematics problem texts
well via its multi-head attention heads, where it learns a feature from each head and pays attention
to the important information that points to the relationship with the predicted labels. In addition,
MathBERT-orig outperforms BASE BERT by about relatively 2.14 % to 8.28% with statistical
significance and MathBERT-custom outperforms BASE BERT by relatively about 1.98% to 8.21%
across metrics and tasks with significance (see row ∆m−b). The relative improvement from BASE
BERT could be due to the adaptiveness to the math domain. We don’t claim that MathBERT-orig
has better performance than MathBERT-custom because there’s no statistical significance on the
over-performance (see row ∆mc−mo ).

5 Conclusion

In this work, we built and introduced MathBERT-orig and MathBERT-custom to effectively fine-
tune on three mathematics-related tasks (i.e. skill code prediction, auto-grading and knowledge
tracing next sentence correctness). We showed that MathBERT not only out-performed prior best
methods by relatively [1.18%, 22.01%], but also proportionally out-performed the BASE BERT by
[1.98%, 8.28%] with statistical significance. A mathematical vocabulary (mathVocab) was created
and pre-trained on to reflect the special nature of mathematical corpora, which has the similar
superiority over the prior model and BASE BERT performance.
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A Appendix

Further pre-training data sample: As mathematical corpus has a great percentage of symbols and
equations, we try to preserve them as much as we can when converting from pdf format to plain text.
Fig. 1 is an example of the original mathematical content before conversion.

Vocabulary Comparison: We select 50 words from the same rank tier of #2100 to #2150 and
discover that mathVocab has more mathematical jargon than the original vocabulary (origVocab)
from BERT [4] (see in Table 4).
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(a) Content of a Math Book

(b) Abstract of a Math arXiv Paper

(c) Snippet of a Math Curriculum

Figure 1: Sample mathematical corpora text from math book, arXiv paper abstract, and curriculum

Fine-tuning data sample: The text and label examples of fine-tuning data sets Dkc,Dag and Dkt

can be seen in Table 5. For example, the label in Dkc has multiple parts with ‘8’ representing grade,
‘EE’ representing ‘Expressions and Equations’, and ‘A.1’ represents the lesson code.

B Appendix

TAPT vs. DAPT: According to Gururangan et al. [7], there are two styles of further pre-training on
the BASE BERT [4]: (i) further pre-train the BASE BERT on a task-specific data set with tasks being
text classification, question and answering inference, paraphrasing, etc. Gururangan et al. [7] call this
kind of model a Task-adaptive Pre-trained (TAPT) Model. (ii) further pre-train the BASE BERT on a
domain-specific data set with domains being finance, bio-science, clinical fields, etc. Gururangan et
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Table 4: Vocabulary Comparison: origVocab vs. mathVocab. Tokens in blue are mathematics domain
specific.

Vocab Type 50 Selected Tokens (from #2100-#2150)

origVocab

##y, later, ##t, city, under, around, did,
such, being, used, state, people, part,

know, against, your, many, second, university,
both, national,##er, these, don, known, off,

way, until, re, how, even, get,
head, ..., didn, ##ly, team, american,

because, de, ##l, born, united,
film, since, still, long, work, south, us

mathVocab

cod, exist, ##olds, coun, ##lud, ##ments,
squ, ##ings, known, ele, ##ks, fe,

minutes, continu, ##line, addi, small, ##ology,
triang, ##velop, ##etry, log, converg,

asym, ##ero, norm, ##abl, ##ern,
every, ##otic, ##istic, cir, ##gy,

positive, hyper, dep, ##raw, ##ange, analy,
equival, ##ynam, call, mon, numerical,
fam, conject, large, ques, ##sible, surf

:
Table 5: Example texts of the three tasks with labels

Task Data Label Text

Dkc 8.EE.A.1

Simplify the expression: (z2)2
Put parentheses around the power
if next to coefficient, for example:

3x2=3(x2),x5=x5

Dag 5

Q: Explain your answer
on the box below.

A: because it is the same shape,
just larger, making it similar

Dkt 1 Q: What is 2.6 + (-10.9)?
A: -8.3

al. [7] call this kind of model a Domain-adaptive Pre-trained (DAPT) Model. Both TAPT and DAPT
BERT models start the further pre-training process from the BASE BERT weights but pre-train on
different types of corpora. TAPT BERT models pre-train on task-specific data, whereas DAPT BERT
models pre-train on the domain-specific data before they are fine-tuned for use in any downstream
tasks (see the process illustrated in Fig. 2).

Hyper-parameter Tuning: To acquire the best performance for the fine-tuning tasks, we search
the hyper-parameter space in lr, bs, max-seq as well as epochs for each task. We discover that
hyper-parameter tuning has more to do with the task data instead of the model itself. In other words,
the best hyper-parameter combinations are the same across MathBERT and TAPT but vary from
task to task. Table 6 shows the optimal combinations of all the hyper-parameters for each task. This
result is obtained after hyper-parameter search on lr ∈ {1e− 5, 2e− 5, 5e− 5, 8e− 5, 1e− 4}, bs
∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128}, max-seq ∈ {128, 256, 512}, and ep ∈ {5, 10, 15, 25}.
MLM Accuracy: We pre-train three TAPT models with origVocab from the BASE BERT [4].
Among them, TAPTkc and TAPTag reach the best results at 100K steps and TAPTkt reaches its
best result at 120K steps with the MLM accuracy of above 99%. We try to keep the MLM accuracy
of TAPT Models similar to MathBERT (see in Table 7).
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Figure 2: An illustration of training and fine-tuning process of BASE vs. TAPT vs. DAPT BERT
models. The pre-training data are from this study. KC, Auto-grading, and KT Texts are task data for
Tkc, Tag , and Tkc respectively.

Table 6: Optimal Hyper-parameter Combination for Task fine-tuning

Task learning rate batch size max sequence length epochs
Tkc 5e-5 64 512 25
Tag 2e-5 64 512 5
Tkt 5e-5 128 512 5

C Appendix

Currently, MathBERT is being adopted by two major learning management systems (i.e., ASSISTm-
nets and K12.com) to build automatic-scoring solutions to benefit teachers and students (see more in
Appendix C).

ASSISTments Use Case: ASSISTments provides reports where teachers see a timeline of how each
student progressed through the assignment and can grade students’ open ended responses as well
as leaving comments. Figure 3 shows an example of an open ended response within a student’s
report, together with the score and comment left by the teacher. The scores and comments will be
automatically suggested by MathBERT to save time and efforts given MathBERT’s state of art
performance in auto-grading.

Stride Use Case: MathBERT will be used in Stride’s automatic scoring pipeline where they can fine-
tune MathBERT on their huge proprietary reservoir of open-ended responses and teacher feedback
to automatically suggest scores and generate constructive feedback/comments for teachers to use (see
more details in Fig. 4). The MathBERT output will be the suggested scores present in the unit test
result (see in Fig. 5).

Table 7: Training Steps and Accuracy: MathBERT vs. TAPT vs. MathBERT+TAPT

Model Task Steps MLM ACC (%)
origVocab mathVocab

MathBERT / 600K 99.85 99.95

TAPT
Tkc 100K 100 /
Tag 100K 99.10 /
Tkt 120K 99.04 /
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Figure 3: An open response in a student’s report with the teacher’s score and comment.

Figure 4: Stride auto-scoring pipeline using MathBERT
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Figure 5: Stride auto-scoring model output in the unit test
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